REGIONAL VICTIM ASSISTANCE PROJECT FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA
The original vision:

- Assist local actors determine priorities.
- Presentation at 5th meeting of States Parties, Bangkok.
Phase I: Planning

- National Workshops:
  - Thailand
  - Laos
  - Cambodia
  - Vietnam
- Regional Conference Bangkok.
Recommendations of regional conference:

- Support best practices, contacts, information, services.
- Develop national portfolios.
- Enlist technical and financial support through inter-sessional and MSP process.
Phase II: Implementation

- Identify coordinating mechanisms.
- Appoint regional and national coordinators.
- Assist institutional strengthening.
Developing national implementation plans

- Survey on activities and challenges for VA.
- A guide to priorities in VA.
- Responsive to the wishes and involvement of actors.
Regional networking:

- Supporting data collection.
- Supporting institutional links.
- Supporting capacity.
- Supporting integrated victim assistance.
- Supporting technical exchanges.